
Simple Snowflakes  
Embroidery Pattern  



 
 

Full Size Design

Reverse Image for  
Iron-On Transfer

For stitch instructions and thread color suggestions visit:  
WanderingThreadsEmbroidery.com/snowflake-embroidery-pattern-tutorial

http://WanderingThreadsEmbroidery.com/snowflake-embroidery-pattern-tutorial
http://WanderingThreadsEmbroidery.com/snowflake-embroidery-pattern-tutorial


Materials ListPattern Transfer 
Instructions
Light Table/ Window:  
Place the pattern on a light table or tape it 
to a bright window. Position the fabric on 
top and secure in place. Trace the pattern 
onto the fabric using a water or air soluble 
transfer pen.  
 
Dressmaker’s Carbon:  
Carbon Paper can be found at many fabric 
stores. It comes in both light and dark 
colors. To use, secure your fabric to a flat 
surface, cover with a piece of carbon paper 
and place the printed pattern on top. Trace 
the pattern using a pencil or fine tipped 
pen. Press firmly for best results. Remove 
the printed pattern and the carbon paper 
to revel the fabric with the transferred 
pattern.  
 
Iron On Transfer Pencil or Pen:  
This method uses an iron on transfer pen 
or pencil which can be found at most 
fabric/sewing stores. First, print the 
REVERSE IMAGE pattern. Trace the pattern 
with the iron on pencil or pen. Place the 
pattern, traced side down, on top of your 
fabric. Press a hot iron on top of the fabric 
for 5-10 seconds. Do not move the iron 
around. Gently lift an edge of the fabric to 
check that the design has transferred 
before removing the fabric.  
* This method will leave permanent marks 
that need to be covered with embroidery 
or they will show on the finished piece.

• Fabric Square in appropriate 
size for your pattern & hoop 
size choice:  
Choose a fabric with a loose 
to medium weave such as a 
cotton, muslin, or flour sack. 
The above example uses a 
white muslin, but don’t be 
afraid to try a darker color 
combines with white or 
silver floss.

• Embroidery Hoop:  
 Choose a suitable size for 
your pattern

•  Embroidery Needle:
   Size 7 or 9

• Water Soluble Pen or other 
items for pattern transfer. 
(See Transfer Instructions)

•  Small Scissors

•  DMC Embroidery Floss:  
The example uses #775 & 
#331. Feel free to use any 
floss colors you like!


